
Empower Students to Own the
Learning Journey
Online diagnostic assessment, reporting, and
prescriptive instruction for all learners.

Let’s Go Learn’s personalized learning solution, LGL Math Edge,

provides learners with engaging, personalized K-9 math

instruction across over 300 gamified and interactive lessons.

The solution allows teachers to immediately implement

personalized learning and provide targeted math activities to

support their existing classroom learning initiatives. LGL Math

Edge helps teachers lower the threshold for personalized

learning, and operationalize enrichment, intervention, and

instruction.

Best-in-Class Actionable Data from the Start
Granular data captured during assessment accelerates instruction 5 to 10x

LGL Math Edge uses the same instructional points identified

during the assessment to generate an engaging, personalized

course for each student.

From the outset, Let’s Go Learn employs research-based

diagnostic assessments, that measure over fifty math

indicators to determine each student’s zone of proximal

development (ZPD). This unique approach, not possible

with summative assessments, utilizes granular diagnostic

data to identify which next skill or concept a student can

work on independently.

Immediately following the assessment, a report detailing

student performance across over 50 subskills

recommends the right course for students to start. With

this critical information, LGL Math Edge develops a

personalized learning path and creates individual

prescriptive instructional plans for teachers.
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Adaptive, Personalized Instruction for Each and Every Learner
Research-based instruction zeros in on each skills or concept gap to ensure mastery.

Throughout each personalized math course, LGL Math Edge

provides explicit instruction teaching difficult concepts using

animations, songs, and graphics. Students feel engaged with

content as they learn each skill or concept and seize

opportunities to prove their knowledge during gamified

instructional practice. During this practice, our responsive

platform employs direct instructional feedback for incorrect

answers, ensuring learners understand why an answer is

incorrect and can reapply the right steps.

After students complete each personalized course, they can continue to practice skills by revisiting lessons. As

learners reinforce and review topics they earn higher certificates of mastery and earn gold badges when they have

demonstrated complete mastery within an area.

LGL Math Edge at a Glance:

For Educators: For Students:

Granular diagnostic assessment data
assigns only lessons that students
need and are ready to learn

Over 300 supplemental automated
or teacher-directed instructional
lessons are available that span the K
to 9 instructional levels

The platform generates automatic
reports for all students, so teachers
can monitor progress for
interventions or enrichment

LGL Math Edge customizes
lessons to the latest data each
time the student logs in

Lessons include a gaming
component, as research proves
gamification helps keep students
motivated and learning

Throughout every lesson, the
platform provides learners with
positive corrective feedback in
real-time

Ready to see how Let’s Go Learn can bring data-driven
personalized instruction to your classroom?

Get Started Today!

Speak with an Educational Consultant or request a free trial!
Phone: 1.888.618.7323 Email: help@letsgolearn.com Web: Letsgolearn.com
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